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Report Summary
Executive Summary

This summary of Enterprise Management Associates’ new research, “Next-Generation Wide-Area
Networking,” highlights new insights into how enterprise network infrastructure teams responsible
for planning, building, and managing the wide-area network (WAN) are responding to technological
change. It examines how networking professionals are using software-defined WAN (SD-WAN)
and network functions virtualization. It also examines in detail the enterprise migration from WAN
connectivity via private managed services to public internet and wireless WAN technologies. Finally, it
identifies which tools enterprises are using to monitor and manage their evolving WANs.

Introduction

Any enterprise, government, or organization that conducts business from
multiple sites is going to require a wide-area network (WAN). These
distributed organizations rely on the WAN to facilitate access to networked
applications, whether such resources reside in a corporate data center or in
the cloud. The WAN is also essential to communications, collaboration, and
the distribution of data across geographies.
Traditionally an enterprise WAN has comprised private or managed services
connectivity delivered by telecommunications service providers and utilizing
technologies such as carrier Ethernet and Multiprotocol Label Switching
(MPLS). These traditional WAN architectures offer dedicated network
resources with predictable availability and performance. But they are also
expensive, complex, and static.

Traditional WAN
architectures offer
dedicated network
resources with
predictable availability
and performance. But
they are also expensive,
complex, and static.

In recent research and interactions with the market, Enterprise Management Associates (EMA) has
observed some significant changes in enterprise WAN requirements that are driving technological and
architectural evolution. Rapid shifts in business models are demanding more network agility. Rich and
data-intensive applications and growth in endpoint devices are creating a need for more bandwidth
at a reasonable cost. And expanded cloud adoption has dictated that enterprises adopt new ways of
establishing connectivity to public cloud environments.
These and other requirements are driving enterprises to evolve their WANs with increased use of
nontraditional connectivity like broadband internet and wireless. Organizations are also adopting new
technologies like software-defined WANs (SD-WANs).
Given these changes, EMA embarked on a research project surveying IT professionals to gain an
understanding of the state of today’s enterprise WAN and the changes that are coming. This research
summary highlights our findings and offers some advice to enterprises, IT vendors, and network service
providers on how to build a next-generation WAN.
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Key Findings

• Among enterprises that are growing their use of internet connectivity on the WAN, 74% are using
it to replace managed services WAN connections such as MPLS.
◦◦ The top driver for this transition is that internet connectivity is “more secure,” which is extremely
unexpected given that the internet is a public network with limited native security. However,
the use of the internet prompts network infrastructure teams to increase their use of encryption,
which has the effect of improving the overall security of data in transit.
• 96% of enterprises say they use wireless as the primary network connectivity in at least some of
their sites.
◦◦ 4G/LTE is the most common wireless technology, followed by carrier/municipal Wi-Fi.
• Only 52% of enterprises monitor their WAN provider’s service-level agreements (SLAs).
◦◦ 30% say their service providers have violated an SLA in the past year. How much higher would
that percentage be if more companies actually monitored SLAs?
• The majority of network infrastructure teams are acquiring new cloud-specific network optimization
technologies and network monitoring and troubleshooting tools to support cloud applications.
• 55% of enterprises allow their remote sites to directly connect to the cloud.
• Big data applications are the biggest consumer of WAN bandwidth today, followed closely by
storage backup/restore traffic.
• Many enterprises are interested in using network functions virtualization (NFV) in their remote
sites to reduce specialized hardware. The most frequently targeted network functions for this
virtualization are VPN, WAN optimization, and WLAN controller.
• WAN optimization remains a popular technology, and 74% of organizations are using it.
◦◦ 73% of WAN optimization adopters say they are expanding the number of remote sites that use
it.
• 30% of enterprises say they have completed an SD-WAN deployment.
◦◦ The most common SD-WAN implementation covers 41% to 60% of an organization’s remote
sites.
◦◦ Slightly less than one-third of adopters are relying on their network service providers for planning,
engineering, and operating their software-defined WAN.
◦◦ Improved application performance is the number one driver for software-defined WAN adoption.
• Network flow monitoring is the most frequently used tool for monitoring and troubleshooting
managed services WAN and internet connectivity. Enterprises also identify it as the most valuable
tool for these purposes.
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Our Research Participants

EMA surveyed 200 IT professionals for this research. We surveyed two geographic regions: 74% of the
respondents were from North America, and 26% were from Europe. We identified 53% of the respondents
as individuals working in a staff-level IT role and the other 47% as those working in an IT management
role. They hailed from companies of various sizes representing a wide range of industries. Twenty percent
(20%) worked for small enterprises (250 to 999 global employees), 49% worked for medium enterprises
(1,000 to 4,999 employees), and 32% worked for large enterprises (5,000 or
more employees).

The typical respondent
to this research reported
being involved in more
than five aspects of WAN
planning, engineering,
or operations.

Our intention in this research was to focus on distributed organizations, those
for which the WAN is essential. Therefore, EMA included in its survey only
organizations with 11 or more remote sites connected to a WAN. We also
restricted our participant pool to IT professionals who were involved in their
organization’s WAN. In fact, the typical respondent to this research reported
being involved in more than five aspects of WAN planning, engineering, or
operations. Figure 1 shows that IT managers were typically involved in more
aspects of the WAN. A majority of IT managers were involved in every stage
of WAN planning, implementation, and management. On the other hand,
IT staff were more specialized.

Research/evaluate WAN services and infrastructure
Procure WAN services and infrastructure

63%

42%

Plan/deploy WAN services and infrastructure

69%

44%

Manage/monitor WAN services and infrastructure for performance and
availability

67%

47%

Manage WAN services for capacity optimization

72%

41%

Manage WAN services for cost efficiencies

70%

45%

Troubleshoot WAN services and infrastructure

42%

Integrate WAN services into cloud strategy

56%

39%

Manage and monitor service provider relationships and service-level
agreements (SLAs)
None of the above

67%

46%

42%
0%
0%

IT Management

IT Staff

Figure 1. How are you involved with your organization’s wide-area network (WAN)?
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WAN Connectivity Trends

Transitioning From MPLS to Internet

In this section we examine how the nature of WAN network connectivity is changing in the enterprise.
EMA asked respondents whether they planned to change the average number of network connections
they had per site over the next 12 months. Figure 2 shows rates of change for both private WAN and
internet connectivity.
Increase

44%

45%

Maintain Same

Reduce

Not currently using

46%

4%

51%

8%

2%
1%
Internet

Managed services WAN

Figure 2. In the next 12 months, how will your organization change the number of WAN connections to remote sites?

There are two key takeaways here.
1. The rates of change for private WAN connections and internet connections were nearly identical.
2. Enterprises were nearly evenly split on whether they were increasing connections or maintaining
the same number. Very few were actually reducing connections.
In recent years, EMA has observed a change in how enterprises use internet connectivity. Traditionally,
the internet was positioned as a backup network connection for remote sites or used exclusively for
external web traffic while all business application traffic was forwarded exclusively over private managed
services WAN connections like MPLS. Enterprises preferred these private WAN links because they were
inherently more secure than shared internet connections and service providers could guarantee a certain
level of performance. However, the proliferation of cheaper and higherbandwidth internet connections has caused many enterprises to adopt a new
approach to WAN infrastructure. Increasingly, enterprises are expressing an
interest in using the internet as a primary network connection. Moreover,
Seventy-four percent
the widening adoption of external cloud services, which are frequently only
(74%) of organizations
reachable via the internet, has created even more interest in using these public
that are adding internet
network connections at remote sites.
EMA asked research respondents who were increasing the number of internet
connections at their remote sites whether they were planning to replace
managed services WAN connectivity with internet connectivity over the next
12 months. Seventy-four percent (74%) said yes, they were replacing these
private WAN connections with the internet. North American respondents
(78%) were more likely than Europeans (62%) to answer yes to this question.
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Next we asked them to identify the primary drivers behind this shift from private connectivity to
internet connectivity. Figure 3 shows some unexpected results. The biggest driver for this transition
was a “more secure” network (49%). Given that the internet is a shared public network, enterprises
generally view it as less secure. So what is going on here?
Well, for one thing, a managed services WAN connection may be a private link, but no network is 100%
secure, not even a Tier 1 service provider’s network. Many enterprises send unencrypted data over MPLS
assuming it is safe, but is it really? With the internet, enterprises often by default use VPNs to encrypt all
sensitive data. This default encryption can lead many enterprises to perceive the shift to the internet as
a change that does offer improved security through default risk avoidance. Moreover, some respondents
here may be taking a broader definition of the phrase “more secure,” interpreting it to mean improved
resilience and reliability, something that is achievable with multiple low-cost internet connections.
Cost reduction

26%

Service agility/faster provisioning

29%

Connectivity to cloud services (SaaS, IaaS, etc.)

38%

Higher bandwidth options

31%

Superior availability

27%

Superior performance

37%

Preferred providers no longer offer managed services WAN in certain
geographies

21%

More secure

49%

Other

0%

Don't know

0%

Figure 3. What are the primary drivers behind your organization’s decision to
replace managed services WAN connectivity with internet?

The two secondary drivers for the transition from MPLS to the internet are cloud connectivity and
performance. Thirty-eight percent (38%) said they were driven by the need for connectivity to cloud
services like SaaS and IaaS, and 37% were seeking superior performance. Higher bandwidth was also
a significant driver (31%), as was service agility/faster provisioning (29%). In general, an internet
connection can be activated in just a day or two while a private WAN connection can take weeks or
months to provision.
The least important driver was the network services market. Just 21% of respondents told EMA that
they were switching to internet because of a lack of managed services WAN in certain geographies. But
still, this is not an insignificant portion of the market. Essentially, one in five enterprises is replacing
private connections with the internet because those private WAN connections are unavailable. These
may be situations in which enterprises have remote sites in regions where private WAN connections are
hard to find or their preferred providers are retiring such services in certain locations.
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Cost reduction was cited as a driver by 26% of respondents, but it was a much bigger driver in North
America (30%) than in Europe (11%), where services like MPLS are sometimes cheaper than internet
connectivity. IT management professionals perceived cloud connectivity (45%) and cost reduction
(31%) as bigger drivers than did IT staff (33% and 22%, respectively). Meanwhile, IT staff considered
superior performance (41%) to be a bigger driver than did IT management (33%).
Overall, these enterprises were planning to replace private WAN connections with the internet as the
primary connection in 45% of their remote sites over the next 12 months.

Wireless for Primary Connectivity

Traditionally enterprises have connected remote sites to the WAN via a wired connection. However,
wireless technologies have evolved to the point where they are robust enough to meet the WAN
requirements of many companies.
Figure 4 reveals that 96% of enterprises were using or planning to use wireless technology as the
primary network connection for at least some of their remote sites. The most common form of this
wireless WAN connectivity is 4G/LTE (82%). Half of enterprises were using carrier or municipal
Wi-Fi. And satellite and 3G connections were being used far less frequently.
4G/LTE

82%

3G

28%

Carrier Wi-Fi/Municipal Wi-Fi

50%

Satellite
Other
None of the above

25%
0%
4%

Figure 4. Is your organization using or planning to use any of the following wireless
technologies to provide primary network connectivity to any of its remote sites?

Clearly, 4G/LTE is the ubiquitous wireless connectivity option for enterprise WANs, but it is not
available everywhere. An offshore oil platform, for instance, will rely on satellite connectivity. A rural
sales office may find that 3G is the only wireless alternative to antiquated dial-up services.
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As seen in Figure 5, 42% of respondents cited improved security as the primary reason they were using
wireless. LTE, the most popular wireless WAN medium, has several layers of built-in security, including
default encryption at the access layer. This inherent security may explain the prominence of security as
a driver.
On the other hand, the next two most prominent wireless drivers, higher bandwidth and superior
performance, are both indicative of environments where wireless connectivity is probably the best
option in regions where wired networks are outdated and inferior. The fourth highest driver, faster and
simpler provisioning, is indicative of enterprises that are experiencing rapid growth in remote sites.
Organizations driven by faster and simpler provisioning need to streamline the process of getting these
sites connected.
42%

Improved security
38%

Higher bandwidth
36%

Superior performance

35%

Faster/simpler provisioning
32%

Superior availability
25%

Lower cost

24%

Superior customer service/support
18%

Absence of wireline connectivity options
Other

1%

Don't know

1%

Figure 5. What are the primary drivers of your use of wireless for primary WAN connectivity?

Service Provider Relationships

The State of WAN Provider Service-Level Agreements

A service-level agreement (SLA) is the part of a service contract that defines the scope and quality of
the network services delivered to an enterprise by its provider. In other words, the SLA is the means by
which enterprises ensure that their private WAN connections are indeed higher performing and more
highly available than internet connections.
Only 19% of research respondents said they have no SLAs in place with their private WAN service
providers. Fifty-two percent (52%) of respondents actively monitor SLA compliance, and 30% said
their providers had failed to meet one or more SLAs in the past year.
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Figure 6 shows that only half of respondents were fully satisfied with their service providers’ SLA
performance. Forty-one percent said they were only somewhat satisfied, and another 8% said they were
neither satisfied nor unsatisfied. Enterprises that spend a heavy percentage (20%+) of their overall IT
budget on the WAN were more likely (70%) to be fully satisfied with SLA performance, which suggests
that enterprises get what they pay for. North Americans (57%) were also more likely to be fully satisfied
with SLA performance than their European counterparts (31%).
Satisfied

50%

Somewhat satisfied

41%

Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Unsatisfied

8%
1%
0%

Figure 6. How satisfied are you with your network service providers’ SLA performance?

Earlier, we established that a minority of respondents had determined that their service providers
had violated an SLA in the past year. EMA asked these respondents what, if any, SLA enforcement
actions they took against their providers. Figure 7 reveals that 10% overall took no action at all. Large
companies (5,000 or more global employees) were twice as likely (23%) as the average organization
to take no enforcement action. The most popular enforcement actions were the collection of service
credits (68%) and financial reimbursement (61%). Just over half of respondents received free service
upgrades. The least popular and most disruptive enforcement action was termination of the service.
29%

Terminated service

68%

Received service credits
61%

Collected financial reimbursement
51%

Received free service upgrade
10%

No action was taken for SLA violation
Other

0%

Don't know

0%

Figure 7. Has your organization taken any of the following SLA enforcement
actions against a network service provider within the past year?
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WAN and the Cloud: Access, Organizational Change
How Cloud Migration Affects the WAN Infrastructure Team

Networking teams are responding to cloud migration by acquiring a number of cloud-specific tools
and skills. EMA asked respondents to identify any new technologies or practices they had adopted
to support the migration of applications to the cloud. The majority of respondents said they were
adopting cloud-specific network optimization technologies and cloud-specific network monitoring and
troubleshooting tools. Software companies were even more interested in cloud network monitoring
tools (67%) while healthcare was less so (31%). Also, software companies and healthcare companies
(both 63%) were more often using cloud-specific network optimization tools, but only 29% of financial
companies were.
36%

Cloud-specific network capacity planning tools

51%

Cloud-specific network optimization technologies

56%

Cloud-specific network monitoring and troubleshooting tools
34%

New cloud technology training and certifications

33%

Increased network automation
19%

Service/application dependency mapping
10%

Advanced analytics of network data
Other
None of the above

0%
4%

Figure 8. Has the migration of applications to the public cloud prompted the
networking team to adopt any of the following technologies/practices?

Cloud-specific network capacity planning tools were less popular but still in use by more than one-third
of respondents. Software companies (48%) were especially interested in cloud capacity planning tools,
but financial companies (19%) were not. North American respondents were also more likely (42%) to
use these capacity planning tools versus just 17% of Europeans.
One-third of respondents were also making increased use of network automation to support the cloud,
and slightly more than that were acquiring new cloud technology training and certifications. This
training might include work with OpenStack or a leading cloud provider’s environment. There was
very little interest in service/application dependency mapping or advanced analytics of network data.
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WAN Connectivity to the Cloud

EMA asked research respondents to identify their preferred approach to connecting their WANs to
public cloud services. As Figure 9 reveals, most enterprises choose private managed services WAN
connections over public internet connectivity. Two options top the list. Thirty-five percent (35%)
preferred a direct managed services WAN connection (such as Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute), and
34% preferred managed services WAN connectivity via third-party peering (such as an IP exchange
or a colocation center). Slightly more than one in five respondents reported a preference for direct
internet VPN connections like AWS Direct Connect, and 8% were brave iconoclasts who preferred
unsecured internet.

8%

Unsecured internet connectivity

21%

Direct Iinternet VPN (e.g., AWS Direct Connect)

Direct managed services WAN connectivity (e.g., Microsoft Azure
ExpressRoute)

35%

Managed services WAN connectivity via third-party peering (IP exchanges,
colocation centers, etc.)

Other

Don't know

34%

0%

2%

Figure 9. What is your preferred approach to connecting your WAN to public cloud services (IaaS, SaaS, etc.)?
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We also asked enterprises to describe what kind of architectural decisions they were making for
connecting remote sites to cloud services. For instance, were they backhauling cloud traffic from
remote sites to a data center? Or were they allowing users to avoid the latency hit associated with
that architecture by accessing the cloud directly? A direct connection was definitely preferred by
enterprises. Figure 10 shows that 40% of respondents have secure direct connections from remote
sites to the cloud, and 15% have unsecured direct connections.
One-quarter of enterprises are still backhauling remote site cloud traffic through a central data center,
and 18% are backhauling through a regional hub. Backhauling traffic to a central data center is more
frequent at companies with fewer remote sites. For instance, 30% of organizations with 11 to 20 sites
and 34% of organizations with 21 to 60 sites reported doing this. Only 12% of highly distributed
companies (61 or more sites) were taking this approach. Europeans were also more likely to backhaul
to a central data center (35%) than North Americans (22%). And only 33% of Europeans preferred
direct, secure connectivity versus 42% of North Americans.

25%

Through a central data center

18%

Through a regional hub

15%

Direct, unsecured connectivity

40%

Direct, secure connectivity (VPN)

Other

Don't know

0%

2%

Figure 10. What is your preferred approach to connecting remote sites to public cloud services (IaaS, SaaS, etc.)?
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WAN Applications: Bandwidth Hogs and
Connectivity Preferences

Big data applications
and storage backups and
restorations consume
the most bandwidth
on the WAN today.

Figure 11 shows that big data applications and storage backups and
restorations consume the most bandwidth on the WAN today. These results
are unsurprising as both of these applications involve very large volumes of
data. There is a reason why enterprises often schedule storage backups for
overnight when other applications are quiet. Big data traffic appears to have
displaced storage backup as the king of bandwidth hogs.
Big data collection/backup/analysis

30%

Storage backup/restore

28%

Secure Web/HTTPS

24%

Email/collaboration

24%

Virtual/Hosted Desktop (VDI)

24%

Cloud native apps

24%

SaaS/IaaS/external cloud

24%

Web/Web 2.0/HTTP (external/customer-facing)

23%

Web/Web 2.0/HTTP (internal)

22%

Internet of Things applications and data

20%

VoIP/video conferencing/unified communications

20%

ERP and business applications

20%

In-house developed applications

16%

Streaming media

15%

Vertically specific applications

15%

Other

0%

None of the above

0%

Figure 11. Which types of applications consume the most bandwidth on your WAN?

Three classes of applications (in-house developed applications, streaming media, and vertically specific
applications) were all identified as the least demanding on bandwidth. Meanwhile, 10 other application
types all emerged in the middle of the pack as secondary bandwidth hogs, everything from web
applications (both internal and external) to virtual desktops, external cloud, and the Internet of Things.
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Figure 12 identifies the network connectivity preferences that enterprises have for forwarding traffic
associated with each class of application. This chart only includes responses from individuals who stated
an actual preference. (Those who selected “best available connection” are not included in the numbers
here.) Big data traffic and storage backups were the applications most likely to be forwarded over
managed services WAN connections. These two applications also happen to be the biggest consumers
of bandwidth. Given that these private network connections have a much higher cost per bit than
internet connections, enterprises are clearly in a tough spot with this traffic.

52%
46%
42%

42%

41%

40%

39%
38%

38%

38%

38%

35%
32%

32%

36%

34%

32%

31%

31%
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Figure 12. Network connectivity preferences for application types
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The Changing Nature of Connected Remote Sites
Remote-Site Network Functions Virtualization

Network functions virtualization (NFV) is a term closely associated with the telecommunications
service provider industry. NFV is an emerging architecture that involves the virtualization of network
functions that have traditionally been delivered via dedicated appliances.
NFV is also an area of interest to enterprises, both in the data center and in the WAN. For instance,
EMA has observed that some enterprises are moving away from specialized network appliances in their
remote sites. Instead, they are implementing certain network functions as virtual services on x86 servers
or as cloud-based services.
EMA asked research participants to identify their interest in NFV for remote-site network functions
and services. Figure 13 shows enterprise preferences for seven network functions commonly found in
remote sites. In every instance, a plurality of respondents revealed a preference for virtualized network
functions deployed as virtual machines on a hypervisor host or a multifunction network appliance.
30%

Voice services

Router

20%

37%
36%
28%

Network security (firewalls, IPS, etc.

Network address translation (NAT)

34%
23%
30%
26%

WLAN controller

29%

Cloud-based service

38%

42%

42%

27%

WAN optimization

VPN

36%

28%

46%

25%
22%

48%

26%
Virtual network function on on a server or multi-function network appliance

Local specialized appliance

Figure 13. For the following network functions and services, what is your
preferred deployment and consumption model in remote sites?

The least popular targets for NFV were arguably the most critical functions (voice, routing, and
security)—network functions for which enterprises have a low tolerance for risk. Instead, enterprises
are most willing to virtualize VPNs, WAN optimization, wireless LAN controllers, and network address
translation (NAT).
A significant minority of respondents expressed a preference for cloud-based network functions and
services, especially cloud-based voice services (30%), WAN optimization (27%), and wireless LAN
controllers (26%).
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Optimization Technologies

WAN optimization continues to be an essential component of enterprise networks. Overall, 75% of the
organizations surveyed for this research reported using WAN optimization today. Organizations with
high-growth IT budgets (25% or more) were even more likely to use WAN optimization (84%). This
popularity persists despite the fact that enterprises are expanding their use of internet connectivity, for
which WAN optimization technologies have limited applicability.
Not only does WAN optimization remain important to network infrastructure; its footprint is growing.
Seventy-three percent (73%) of organizations that use WAN optimization were growing the number
of remote sites where the technology is installed. Software companies (92%) were the most likely to be
growing the number of WAN optimization installations they have. Only 13% of respondents said they
were reducing the number of remote sites that use WAN optimization; however, European respondents
(29%) were more likely to be reducing their WAN optimization footprint, as were respondents from
the finance/banking/insurance industry (29%).
Route optimization is far and away the most valuable feature that WAN optimization solutions offer,
as Figure 14 shows. This perceived value of route optimization is primarily driven by the 61% of
organizations with the fewest remote sites (11 to 20). Only 31% of heavily distributed companies (61
or more sites) consider this to be a high-value feature.
40%

Route optimization
29%

Data deduplication

28%

Compression

27%

Caching/proxying

26%

Protocol optimization
23%

Traffic shaping
TCP acceleration

19%

Path control

19%
18%

Forward error correction
CIFS acceleration

13%

QoS

13%

Other

0%

Don't know

0%

Figure 14. Which WAN optimization features deliver the most value to your organization?

Data deduplication, compression, caching/proxying, and protocol optimization round out the top
five WAN optimization features favored by today’s enterprises. Common Internet File System (CIFS)
acceleration and QoS have the lowest perceived value.
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Software-Defined WAN

In last year’s research study, “Managing Tomorrow’s Networks: The Impacts of SDN and Network
Virtualization on Network Management,” EMA asked early adopters to define software-defined WAN.
The network infrastructure professionals surveyed described it as a centrally programmable network
that offers cloud-based network and security services and hybrid WAN transport (the abstraction and
virtualization of managed services WAN and internet connectivity).
EMA asked the participants in this current study to describe their plans for this technology. Figure 15
shows that 30% had fully deployed an SD-WAN solution, and 40% were in the process of deploying
one. Only 6% said they had no immediate plans to use the technology. Healthcare companies (19%)
were the most likely to say they had no SD-WAN plans. Financial firms (42%) were the most likely to
have completed a deployment already. Also, companies that devoted a heavy portion of their IT budget
to the WAN (25%+) were very aggressive with SD-WAN: Forty-three percent (43%) had completed
their deployments.
Our SD-WAN is fully deployed

30%

We are in the process of deploying SD-WAN

40%

We plan to deploy SD-WAN within 12 months

18%

We plan to deploy SD-WAN between 12 and 24 months from now

4%

No immediate plans

Don't know

6%

2%

Figure 15. Have you implemented or do you plan to implement SD-WAN technology to enable connectivity of remote sites?

SD-WAN is still perceived as an emerging technology with minimal penetration into the market, so
it’s surprising to see that 70% of respondents were in process with, or had already completed, their
deployments. However, these findings are in line with a similar question EMA asked in its “Network
Management Megatrends 2016” research in Q2 2016. That study found that a nearly identical
number of enterprises (31%) had a fully deployed SD-WAN. Another 17% had completed an initial
deployment, 15% were testing the technology, and 16% were evaluating it. Overall, 79% of enterprises
in this previous study were actively working with SD-WAN in some way. Multiple third-party studies
reviewed by EMA have found similar or higher adoptions rates, too.
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EMA sought to understand the breadth and depth of SD-WAN implementations. We asked research
participants what percentage of their remote sites would be part of their software-defined WAN when
they completed their implementations. Figure 16 shows that the plurality of enterprises (35%) were
aiming to apply the technology to 41% to 60% of their remote sites. Another 26% were targeting
between 21% and 40%. Relatively few enterprises were aiming to convert more than 60% of their sites
to this technology, and even fewer were being so conservative as to limit its footprint to 20% or fewer
of their sites.
1% to 20%

4%

21% to 40%

26%

41% to 60%

35%

61% to 80%

19%

81% to 100%
Don't know

13%
2%

Figure 16. When your SD-WAN implementation is complete, what percentage
of your remote sites will be part of your SD-WAN?

Figure 17 details enterprise preferences for planning and engineering SD-WAN. We allowed them to
select up to two options. The most popular planning and engineering approach (41%) was “leveraging
tools and professional services provided by the software-defined WAN vendor.” However, no other
option emerged as a clear secondary choice. Thirty-six percent (36%) of respondents were using their
existing planning and engineering tools, 32% were using new tools from engineering tool vendors, and
another 32% were using tools provided by their communications service provider.
36%

Use existing planning and engineering tools
32%

Acquire and use new planning and engineering tools from third-party vendors

41%

Leverage tools and professional services provided by SD-WAN vendor
29%

Leverage tools and services provided by value-added reseller or channel partner
Leverage tools and services provided by the communications service provider
that supplies WAN and/or internet connectivity

32%

Other

0%

Don't know

0%

Figure 17. As part of your SD-WAN implementation, what is your preferred
approach to planning and engineering your SD-WAN solution?
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That 32% are using tools provided by their service provider suggests that nearly one-third of enterprises
are working very closely with their supplier of WAN connectivity on a SD-WAN implementation.
Given that SD-WAN is an overlay technology whose implementation doesn’t require direct interaction
with the network provider, these enterprises are likely buying their SD-WAN solution directly from
their network service providers.
EMA also asked enterprises to identify their preferred approach to monitoring and troubleshooting
SD-WAN. As seen in Figure 18, enterprises clearly have two preferences: using tools provided by their
SD-WAN vendor and acquiring new tools from network management vendors.

31%

Use existing monitoring and troubleshooting tools
Acquire new network monitoring and troubleshooting tools that support SDWAN

38%

41%

Leverage tools provided by SD-WAN vendor
Outsource SD-WAN monitoring and troubleshooting to a managed service
provider

28%

Outsource SD-WAN monitoring and troubleshooting to a communications
service provider that supplies WAN and/or internet connectivity

28%

Other

0%

None of the above

0%

Figure 18. As part of your SD-WAN implementation, what is your preferred approach
to monitoring and troubleshooting your SD-WAN solution?

A significant portion of respondents said they were outsourcing monitoring and troubleshooting to a
managed service provider (28%) or to their communications service provider (28%). Those 28% who
outsource to a communications service provider are similar in number to the 32% of respondents who
use planning and engineering tools provided by a network service provider, and they corroborate the
theory that slightly less than one-third of SD-WAN adopters are acquiring their solutions from their
WAN service providers.
Finally, EMA asked enterprises to identify the primary business drivers for their SD-WAN
implementations. Overall, improved application performance was the number one driver for all
respondents (42%), followed closely by direct/optimized access to external cloud (37%). The least
important driver for investment was a network refresh as only 30% selected “SD-WAN was the best
option for a network refresh.” EMA takes this last finding as a good indicator that the majority of
adopters are solving business problems with SD-WAN rather than letting vendors upsell them on the
“latest and greatest” technology.
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On this subject, we found that an organization’s budget situation was highly determinative of SD-WAN
business drivers. Figure 19 reveals that organizations with moderate-growth (less than 25% annual
growth) and high-growth (25% or more) IT budgets were focused on improved network security and
improved application performance with SD-WAN, while companies with flat-to-negative budgets were
less likely to focus on these benefits. Surprisingly, these cash-rich IT organizations that reported budget
growth were also looking to reduce network operational costs with the technology.
28%

Reduce network infrastructure costs

Reduce network operational costs

34%
32%
35%
34%

21%
31%
29%

Rapid and flexible delivery of network connectivity and services

37%
36%
39%

Direct and/or optimized access to external, cloud-based applications and
services

42%

Improved application performance

25%
32%

Improved network security

18%

SD-WAN was the best option for a network refresh

High-growth budget (25% or more)

37%

25%

Other

0%
0%
0%

Don't know

0%
0%
0%

Moderate Growth budget (Less than 25%)

46%

40%

30%
31%

Flat to Negate growth budget

Figure 19. What are the primary business drivers for your organization’s implementation
or planned implementation of SD-WAN? (by IT budget growth rate)

Meanwhile, organizations with flat or decreasing IT budgets were primarily driven by a desire to provide
direct or optimized access to external cloud services and the need to reduce network infrastructure
costs, although not significantly more so than other organizations.
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Managing and Monitoring the WAN

Monitoring Availability and Performance of Managed Services WAN

EMA surveyed respondents on the types of monitoring tools they used on the WAN. Figure 20
reveals which tools they were using to monitor the health and performance of managed services WAN
connectivity at remote sites.
Packet monitoring

32%

Network flow monitoring

51%

Time-series device metrics (SNMP, WMI, etc.)

42%

Log analysis

40%

Synthetic transaction analytics from remote office locations

34%

Observed endpoint transaction performance (including mobile)

34%

Remote global services for synthetic transaction testing across geographies

24%

Route analytics
Other
None (We do not monitor)
Not applicable (We do not use this kind of network connectivity)

26%
0%
1%
0%

Figure 20. What technologies do you use to monitor the health and performance
of managed services WAN connectivity at remote sites?

Network flow monitoring (NetFlow, sFlow, IPFIX) was the only technology used by a majority of
enterprises (51%). Time-series device metric (SNMP, WMI) monitoring and log analysis emerged as
secondary tools. Small enterprises (250–999 employees) were the most likely to use log analysis (50%)
and the least likely (30%) to use time-series device metrics like SNMP. Also, software companies (63%)
emerged as the vertical industry most likely to use SNMP-based monitoring.
Synthetic transaction analytics from remote office locations and observed endpoint transaction
performance monitoring emerged as two tertiary tools, each used by just over one-third of respondents.
Remote global services for synthetic transaction testing across geographies proved to be the least
popular tool for monitoring managed services WAN connections, and it was especially unpopular
among European respondents, only 10% of whom were using it.
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Not only was network flow monitoring identified as the most popular tool for managed WAN services
monitoring; it was seen as the most valuable. EMA asked respondents to identify the two tools that
were most valuable for this use case. As Figure 21 shows, network flow monitoring topped the list. Log
analysis, another very popular tool, was clearly the second most valuable tool for monitoring private
WAN connections.
Packet monitoring

18%

Network flow monitoring

31%

Time-series device metrics (SNMP, WMI, etc.)

21%

Log analysis

28%

Synthetic transaction analytics from remote office locations

18%

Observed endpoint transaction performance (including mobile)

14%

Remote global services for synthetic transaction testing across geographies

22%

Route analytics

22%

Other

0%

None (We do not monitor)
Not applicable (We do not use this kind of network connectivity)

2%
0%

Figure 21. What technologies are the two most valuable and effective for monitoring the health
and performance of remote sites connected by managed services WAN connectivity?

The data suggests that enterprises should deemphasize their use of time-series device metrics monitoring.
While we established earlier that this type of tool is the second most popular for monitoring private WAN
connections, it only ranked fifth in terms of value, edged out by two tools that were much less commonly
used by enterprises (route analytics and remote global services for synthetic transaction analysis).
Observed endpoint transaction performance also appears to deliver limited value. While 34% of
enterprises were using it to monitor private WAN connectivity, it emerged as the least valuable tool for
this purpose.
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Monitoring Availability and Performance of Internet Connectivity

Figure 22 reveals that network flow monitoring is also the most commonly used tool for managing
internet availability and performance. Log analysis (which was the third most commonly used tool for
monitoring private WAN connections) is firmly in place as the second most popular tool for monitoring
the internet. Packet monitoring and device metrics monitoring (SNMP) round out the top four.
Packet monitoring

35%

Network flow monitoring

52%

Time-series device metrics (SNMP, WMI, etc)

36%

Log analysis

44%

Synthetic transaction analytics from remote office locations

26%

Observed endpoint transaction performance (including mobile)

31%

Remote global services for synthetic transaction testing across geographies

20%

Route analytics
Other
None (We do not monitor)
Not applicable (We do not use this kind of network connectivity)

21%
0%
1%
0%

Figure 22. What technologies do you use to monitor the health and performance of internet connectivity at remote sites?

While the rankings of these tools have shifted a bit from those used for monitoring managed services
WAN connections, the real finding here is that enterprises are applying fewer tools to internet
monitoring overall. The average respondent is using 2.83 tools to monitor managed services WAN
connections versus 2.65 to monitor internet connections.
There are several possible reasons why enterprises are applying fewer tools to internet monitoring. First,
managed services WAN is traditionally used to connect critical applications, so network operations
places a higher priority on monitoring such networks. Second, unlike managed services WAN
providers, internet service providers do not offer SLAs. If SLA compliance is a significant motivation for
WAN monitoring, then enterprises are less inclined to dedicate multiple monitoring tools to internet
monitoring. Third, internet connections usually offer more bandwidth at a lower price, so the perceived
need for close monitoring of these links is much lower.
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Figure 23 shows which tools enterprises believe are the most valuable for internet monitoring. Network
flow monitoring and log analysis clearly offer the most monitoring value. In fact, the most heavily
distributed companies (61+ remote sites) value network flow monitoring (38%) and log analysis (36%)
even more.
Packet monitoring

18%

Network flow monitoring

30%

Time-series device metrics (SNMP, WMI, etc)

14%

Log analysis

28%

Synthetic transaction analytics from remote office locations

17%

Observed endpoint transaction performance (including mobile)

21%

Remote global services for synthetic transaction testing across geographies

23%

Route analytics
Other
None (We do not monitor)
Not applicable (We do not use this kind of network connectivity)

20%
0%
1%
0%

Figure 23. What technologies are the two most valuable and effective for monitoring the
health and performance of remote sites connected by internet services?

Three other tools that are less frequently used overall round out the top five. They include remote global
services for synthetic transaction testing across geographies, observed endpoint transaction performance
monitoring, and route analytics. Although not as popular as other tools, these technologies appear to
deliver significant value to organizations that are monitoring internet availability and performance.
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Conclusion

The enterprise WAN is clearly undergoing tremendous change today. This research has found that new
technologies like big data and the Internet of Things have become significant sources of traffic on the
network. Also, the migration to the external public cloud is driving changes in how enterprises’ network
infrastructure teams architect networks, monitor and troubleshoot infrastructure, and collaborate with
other functional groups in the IT organization.
Furthermore, most enterprises are growing the number of remote sites that they connect to the WAN,
and the average number of endpoint devices in those sites is growing, too. This is creating more demand
for bandwidth.
Network teams are responding to these new pressures by replacing expensive, less-agile managed
services WAN technologies with public internet connectivity. Most have installed wireless technology
as a primary means of connectivity in some remote sites. They are also adopting SD-WAN technology
to improve application performance. Many are expressing a preference to implement NFV in their
remote sites to reduce the amount of specialized network hardware they buy and maintain.
In the face of all this change, less than half of enterprises believe they are
fully successful with their WAN engineering and operations efforts. The
WAN has never been easy to build and maintain, but with so many new
technologies and architectures being adopted, enterprises must proceed even
more carefully. They need to evaluate every choice they make from a variety
of perspectives. First, are any and all changes to the network technologically
sound? And second, does the network infrastructure team have the skills and
knowledge to ensure that those changes will be successful?
This research offers a roadmap to success for enterprises that are looking to
reinvent their WANs to support changing business requirements and new
applications.
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Case Study: Global Manufacturer, Groupe SEB, Builds
Hybrid WAN With InfoVista’s Ipanema Solution

Groupe SEB, a French manufacturer of small appliances, has built a next-generation hybrid WAN
using software-defined WAN technology supplied by InfoVista’s Ipanema solution.
SEB is a global company with 25,800 employees and 120 remote sites
connected to its network around the world. Its remote sites range in
size from five-person branch offices to factories with more than 1,000
connected devices. The company is growing rapidly, having made several
large acquisitions over the last couple years.

Assuring Application Performance Amidst Rapid Network Traffic Growth

Luc Parent, network manager for SEB, said that traffic on the company’s network is five times greater
than it was five years ago. In part, this growth in traffic has been driven by the company’s implementation
of real-time communications applications, such as Microsoft Skype for Business for messaging, voice,
and video conferencing. Also, data backups continue to be a major source of traffic on the network.
Application performance was the number one motivation behind implementing a new network
architecture with InfoVista’s Ipanema software-defined WAN solution. The IT organization wanted to
ensure that critical business applications would continue to perform well despite traffic growth.
Ipanema’s centralized provisioning, configuration, and management system includes the ability to
program global quality of service (QoS) settings for applications. “We tried to implement QoS directly
on our routers a few years ago, but the result was not satisfactory,” Parent said. “Ipanema was much
more flexible. It’s more application-oriented than network-oriented.”
The QoS feature ensures that important business applications don’t have to compete for bandwidth
with less critical applications. Therefore, a video conference will not steal bandwidth from SEB’s global
product lifecycle management application.

Application-Aware Hybrid WAN Connectivity

SEB also used Ipanema to build a hybrid WAN architecture that combines MPLS and internet
connectivity. Most sites on the global WAN have both types of connectivity, and Parent’s team sets
policies in Ipanema to determine which type of connections applications use. Applications that require
high-performing networks use MPLS, and applications that require high-bandwidth links traverse the
internet. In the end, about 30% of SEB’s WAN traffic goes over MPLS, and the other 70% is forwarded
over the internet.
However, the hybrid WAN architecture varies from region to region. “In some countries, MPLS is
very cheap, such as in France where it is cheaper than internet. In some other countries we cannot
afford MPLS, so we have two internet connections,” Parent said. “Ipanema allows us to choose the best
connection depending on the country where we want to connect.”
SEB also uses wireless WAN connectivity sparingly. When the company wants to connect a new small
remote site quickly, it uses 4G/LTE routers as a temporary solution until a primary wired connection
can be provisioned.
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Integrated Performance Management and Network Security Across the WAN

Prior to implementing its new WAN architecture with Ipanema, SEB used a NetFlow monitoring
tool from another vendor to track network performance. Parent said this form of monitoring added
too much overhead in terms of configuring infrastructure to generate NetFlow records. SEB has just a
handful of network professionals managing its global WAN.
That’s why SEB elected to consolidate WAN operations by relying on Ipanema’s integrated packet-based
WAN performance monitoring capabilities, which provide an application-centric view of application
and network performance across MPLS and internet connections.
SEB has also embraced remote-site network functions virtualization (NFV) on its WAN, leveraging
cloud-based and virtual network functions through Ipanema. At small remote sites, SEB deploys its
network functions and services, including routing, as virtual appliances on a server host, while its larger
sites use dedicated appliances. All sites across the network rely on a cloud-based web security proxy
from Zscaler.

The WAN Is Ready for Cloud Migration

Today SEB makes modest use of external cloud services, including SalesForce.com. But the company
plans to expand. Next year SEB will migrate its email server from an internal Microsoft Exchange
infrastructure to a cloud-based Office 365 implementation.
SEB’s hybrid WAN is already prepared to support this move. “We designed the network so that it can
adapt when we change an application from the data center to the cloud,” Parent said. “On the internet
router, we have two paths: one to our internal network and one to the internet. When we move an
application from the data center to the cloud, it will only require a simple configuration on Ipanema.”
The company will have to reevaluate its performance monitoring capabilities, however. Today, the
network team requires more visibility for application flows traversing external cloud providers, because
today’s Ipanema deployments are only covering the enterprise WAN. One way that SEB will address
this problem with Office 365 will be to establish a direct MPLS connection from its central data center
to Microsoft’s cloud, Parent said.
This is a typical case, where InfoVista’s new Ipanema cloud acceleration service enhances SaaS application
visibility, accelerates and controls traffic from a cloud hub exchange. This is not only for Office 365,
but also for SalesForce.com as well as many other SaaS apps.
Although he considers security to be an ongoing challenge that his organization will manage more
closely in the future, Parent said overall SEB’s hybrid WAN is highly successful.
“We have lived about two years with our new network, and it’s been a great improvement for us,” he said.
“We can say now that the network is not the problem anymore from the perspective of management.
But we have to keep in mind that we must evolve to match changing environments, new applications,
and new security threats.”
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